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Promoting friendship and understanding between the Australian and Chinese people

Film evening
A film evening will be held in early August at a venue
and time yet to be organised. More details in the next
newsletter.

Fast facts from the Beijing
Review, May 2022

▪



ANU Centre on China in the World
Events
The Biden Administration’s IndoPacific Strategy and Its Implications
for the Region
Zhiqun Zhu
5 – 6:30pm, 7 July, CIW Seminar
Room, Fellows Lane + ONLINE
Is the Indo-Pacific strategy inclusive or divisive for the region? Will
the Biden administration achieve its objectives outlined in the
strategy? How have regional countries responded to the strategy so
far?
ANU China Seminar Series—What is
China's Maritime Power?
Edward Chan, CIW Postdoctoral Fellow
4 – 5:30pm, 28 July, CIW Seminar
Room, Fellows Lane + ONLINE
This seminar explores how China builds its comprehensive maritime
power with emphasis on economic, legal and technological
dimensions of sea power. The Chinese narrative of the role of navy
in its maritime strategy will also be discussed.
Caught between Empires:
Democracy and Nation-state
Formation in Taiwan
Dr Rwei-ren Wu
11am – 12:15pm, 3 July, ONLINE

▪

▪

▪

In the last 10 years China has
produced over 600,000
graduates with doctoral degrees
and 6.5 million with master’s
degrees.
China’s electricity from
renewable sources will reach 3.3
trillion kWh by 2025. The growth
in power from renewable sources
will account for over half of
China’s total increase in power
consumption during this period.
In April China reported a surplus
in internationally traded goods of
$US46.5 billion and a deficit of
$US6.4 billion in traded services.
The total trade volume was
$US516.1 billion.
In 2021, 16.1 billion cubic
metres of recycled water was
used in Chinese cities an increase
of 18.9% over 2020. Recycled
water is waste water or rainwater
that meets certain quality
standards and is ready for reuse
after treatment. In 2015 a
project to collect and recycle rain
water was piloted in 50 cities; by
the end of 2021 some 130 cities
had become water-saving cities
to serve as models in China’s
urban water-conservation efforts.

Thanks to Neil Birch for
compiling these.

In his presentation, Dr Wu will review the historical development and transition of Taiwan from a colony to
Asia’s most vibrant democratic society. As the Taiwan Strait emerges as one of the world’s geopolitical
flashpoints, what does history contribute to our understanding of Taiwan’s position today?


Yum Cha lunch
Before entering hibernation in July, 21 members and friends, including Mr Song
(Minister Counsellor) and Lei Shi from the Embassy, came together for a yum cha
lunch at The Scholar restaurant in Dickson on Sunday 26 June. We enjoyed the food
despite some hiccups.


Hidden treasures: Walk in Queanbeyan
Unfortunately the heritage walk in Queanbeyan was postponed until Spring because
the weather was forecast to be terrible on the day. Watch this space!


Committee News – June 2022 meeting
Your committee braved the Winter elements to attend the June committee meeting
at the ‘Golden King’ Restaurant in Philip.
We were very happy to have a successful outcome in the ACT Government’s
Technology Grant, having applied so that we can purchase a new modern projector
and microphone. Our technical expert on the committee, John, is sourcing the best
fit items for the Society’s use.
It was good to see several of you at the Winter Yum Cha on 26 June 2022, and
hope those who could attend enjoyed the event. During our debrief of the outing,
the main comments were around the food – both certain dishes not being served
and the randomness of how the dishes arrived. Carol has contacted the restaurant
providing this feedback.
Unfortunately, we had to defer the Queanbeyan heritage walk with the theme ‘The
first Chinese’, planned for 5 June, due to the inclement weather. We are still keen to
hold this walk and hope you are too, and now have it on the list for
September/October..
The next outing to jot down in your calendars, once we have confirmed the date,
will be the showing of the movie ‘True (Genuine) Love’. The movie is based in
Xinjiang and is centred on Anipa, who, despite her own harsh life in the Xinjiang
mountains, welcomes orphans into the house where she lives with her husband and
son. We are planning for early August.
Carol spoke of her recent meeting with the Cultural Counsellor, Mr Song, which
included discussion on gifts and presentation ceremonies for both our activities with
schools –the Panda competition and awards for mandarin students -, the Chinese
film week in early September and a possible meeting with the Ambassador.
Unfortunately, Carol was unable to stay for dinner this time. The rest of the
committee ordered a number of delicious, albeit quite on the deep-fried side,
dishes. My favourite was the warming Yu Xiang eggplant.
Wishing you a cosy mid-Winter.
Your Secretary, Tanja


ANU Classical Chinese Music Ensemble concert
The ANU Classical Chinese Music Ensemble will present its annual concert at the
ANU Centre on China in the World on Sunday 9 October. Again, watch this space for
more details but note the date.


For Sale
Tin Culnane, widow of Jeff Culnane (former
president and Life member) has a beautiful
rosewood table plus 8 chairs she would like to
sell as she is moving to a small apartment.
The table is 40+ years old, measures 1500cm
across and 277cm high. It has a glass top and
is in excellent condition. One of the 8 chairs is
unstable but the others are in excellent
condition.
If you or someone you know are interested in
purchasing this dining suite please contact
Carol at cjkeil@proforte.com.au or by phone at
62478231 or 0417 041 148



Quilts and oven mitts
Photos of cot quilt, queen size quilt and oven mitts. Many others to choose from.
For further details contact Hélène Anderson on 0420533264.

Hairnets
An excerpt from Wise Daughters From Foreign Lands: European Women Writers in China
by Elizabeth Croll, Chapter 4 ‘Chinese Women Interviewed by Professional Traveller and
‘Lady Journalist’, Grace Seton Thompson.
While in China in 1922-23, Grace
Thompson had the imagination to
investigate the production of the
ubiquitous hair net without which a
European woman's attire was not
complete. She wondered· if American
women had ever thought where the hair
net came from or whose hands had shaped
the delicate article with its tiny strands so
neatly knotted? At the height of the
fashion for hair nets some millions of
dollars’ worth were exported annually from
Chinese ports. In some northern provinces
nearly every family compound employed
its men women and children to make .this
toilet adjunct for their Western sisters.
They each patiently tied hairs on a board of
18 by 12 inches which had steel pins
driven into it to shape the outside net to
form·a crescent. The hair was then woven
in meshes over the steel pins and tied
whenever the strands of hair met. Skilled workers could certainly expect-to earn more
than servants and for women it had the added advantage that it was a convenient way
of augmenting the family income at home.
Thousands of young women were also employed in the mending and sorting factories
at which the hair nets produced in individual households were collected, sorted,
repaired and stacked. In Shanghai, also, there were 10,000−15,000 women and
children employed just mending the nets. Nets frequently had to be repaired with new
hair threaded on net needles and any streaks of hair of different shades had to be
removed and the proper shade put in their place. Nets of the same colours had also.to
be sorted and packed for posting·to their American destinations. The American visitor
was intrigued to learn that such is the distribution of Western hair shades that of every
100 nets cleaned, treated and coloured, the range of demand was such that 30 per
cent were dark brown, 25 per cent medium brown, 30 per cent light brown, 9 per cent
black-haired and 8 per cent each were auburn and blonde. Many of the users of the
blonde net were grey; grey nets were always scarce since most Chinese donors had
died before their black hair turned grey. She thought that the best. feature of the
industry in China was the opportunities it had given to Chinese women to earn
relatively high wages in an occupation which was lighter in its physical demands than
most. The very rapidity of its expansion and demand for labour had pushed wages up
and created a higher standard of living. As the use of the hair net was on the increase
in Europe, Grace Seton Thompson thought this an interesting example of the way
supply and demand for a commodity linked women on opposite sides of the world.

Hairnets
In the late 19th century fashionable ladies in Europe began to replace their silk hair nets
with hair nets that were hand-knotted out of human hair. Initially these were made by
poor women and children in the rural villages of Alsace and Bohemia but production
later spread to the Shantung province of China which became the most important
centre of hair net manufacture, employing as many as 500,000 workers. By the early
1920s the human hair net had become an item of mass consumption, with

American women consuming over 180 million nets in the year 1921-22. The appeal of
the human hair net was that it was invisible,
blending with or adding subtle highlights to
a woman’s own hair.
What is interesting is that wherever they
were produced the nets were made
exclusively from Chinese hair – much of it
collected up from men’s combings. In the
late 19th and early 20th centuries most
Chinese men wore their hair shaved at the
front and in a long plait or ‘pigtail’ at the
back in a style which had been imposed by
the ruling Manchu dynasty two and a half
centuries earlier under penalty of death. When itinerant
barbers tended to these pigtails, they saved the combings,
many of which ended up recycled into hairnets for the
Western market. ‘No other hair possesses the right degree
of coarseness and resilience to give that peculiar elastic
spring to the mesh that a good hairnet requires’ argued
the Textile Mercury in 1912, suggesting that the hair of the
northern blonde races was too fine and soft, the hair of
Italians and Spaniards a little more suitable owing to its coarser texture, the hair of the
Japanese too stiff and the hair of yaks inadequate.
However when the bob became a fashionable hair style in Europe and America the hair
net industry in China suffered a severe blow. Attempts were made to revive it with
some success in the 1930s and 1940s when double mesh hair nets became popular.
Using two rather than one hair at a time these nets were longer lasting and some of
them were designed specifically for bobbed hair styles. But soon this fragile and
ephemeral artefact, which had always been valued largely for its invisibility, had
disappeared from European and American heads, replaced in many cases by nylon
alternatives.
Source: The Ottawa Citizen ,Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, 21 Apr 1923, Sat • Page 23
Thanks to Carol Keil for this article.


Shedding new light on China’s art of shadow puppetry
By Li Qing,·Beijing Review, 2022-06In Wang Jinsong’s childhood, shadow puppetry, a theatrical performance that uses
the shadow of puppets cast onto a screen, was a form of children’s entertainment.
“The artists manipulating their puppets on strings absolutely fascinated us,” Wang,
Deputy Curator of Tangshan Museum, told Beijing Review. He was born in a small
village in Tangshan, Hebei Province.
When the lights went on, a sense of excitement would fill the air, and viewers would
wholly immerse themselves in the play. Wang referred to the folk art as “magic,”
not because of the performers’ techniques, but because of the happiness the genre
used to bring to the village in the old days.
Dating back 2,000 years, shadow puppetry which combines painting, carving,
opera, literature and music, is seen as the prequel to film and animation in China.
Today, it still provides a lot of inspiration for Chinese cartoons, captivating
generations of audiences.

At the same time, different schools emerged in different places, such as Shanxi
Province, Beijing and Hebei Province. Tangshan shadow play belongs to the Hebei
branch. Going through ups and downs in the last 400 years, it has developed into
an established school comprising particular characters, singing and musical
accompaniment. “It has had a great impact on the development of many shadow
puppetry schools in North China,” Wang said.
In 2012, staff of Tangshan
Museum came across
numerous shadow puppets
crafted during the late Qing
Dynasty (1644-1911) and
the early Republic of China
(1912-49). The museum has
since expanded, creating
more space for the storage
and display of shadow
puppets.
The museum later staged a
retrospective, which
traveled to many cultural
institutions worldwide, but
the COVID-19 pandemic has
restricted its journey in
recent years.
But the exhibit at Beijing Lu
Xun Museum garnered
positive visitor feedback in
the first months of 2022.
More than 120 puppets, five
Classic Tangshan shadow puppetry exhibit at Beijing Lu Xun
sets of scripts and 28
Museum on February 18, in Beijing (YIN KANG)
records were on display
there. “We invited artists to
present the folk art and audiences are really into it,” Wang said. “Generally, the
heads and bodies of shadow puppets are detachable; they can be assembled in
various ways to serve different storylines.”
In Tangshan shadow puppetry, artists manipulate their puppets on strings behind
the screen while one artist tells a story through song, at times improvising as they
go along. Musicians and other puppet handlers adjust their parts accordingly.
“The ‘song scripts’ are the most difficult part to inherit,” Wang said. In the past,
students could only learn them by carefully taking in their teacher’s performance.
Due to low income and extensive training, young people today were less willing to
study shadow play. Fortunately, its development has gained attention. In 2016,
shadow play was included on the national intangible cultural heritage list. It’s been
introduced in schools as part of local culture, and has gained many more young fans
this way.
According to Wang, the Tangshan Shadow Puppetry Troupe has been receiving
more government support and provides viewers with more innovative and highquality performances. In 2019, Tangshan built a park themed on the genre where
visitors can learn more about the culture and history of shadow puppetry. “We hope
to revive the ancient art in a modern and fun way,” Li Shaohui, manager of the park
told Xinhua News Agency.
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